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Abstract
Rationale: Adrenocortical carcinoma is a rare aggressive type of cancer whose prognosis is poor, particularly for metastatic
entities. Metastatic adrenocortical carcinoma in the spine is a rare disease with no standard curative managements yet. The objective
of this study is to report a very rare case of spinal metastases of adrenocortical carcinoma successfully managed by combination of
cement augmentation, radiotherapy together with adjuvant programmed cell death 1 (PD-1) therapy. The management of these
unique cases has yet to be well-documented.

Patientconcerns:A 42-year-old woman presented with a 3-month history of continuous and progressive back pain. The patient,
who had been diagnosed of right pheochromocytoma, received surgical treatment of right adrenalectomy 14 months ago in another
hospital, followed by no further treatment.

Diagnosis:Magnetic resonance imaging of spine showed vertebral pathological fracture of L1, spinal cord compression secondary
to the epidural component of the L1 mass, with increased metastatic marrow infiltration of the right L1 vertebral body, which
presented as a solid tumor. Postoperative pathology confirmed the diagnosis of spinal metastases of adrenocortical carcinoma.

Interventions: The patient underwent cement augmentation via a posterior approach, radiotherapy, radiofrequency ablation of
psoas major muscle occupying lesions, right chest wall, liver and kidney recess together with adjuvant PD-1 therapy.

Outcomes:The patient’s neurological deficits improved significantly after the surgery, and the postoperative period was uneventful
at the 6-month and 1-year follow-up visit. There were no complications associated with the operation during the follow-up period.

Lessons: Combined efforts of specialists from orthopedics, urology, interventional radiology, radiotherapy, pathology,
endocrinology, and medical oncology led to the successful diagnosis and management of this patient. Metastatic adrenocortical
carcinoma of the spine, although rare, should be part of the differential diagnosis when the patient has a history of adrenal carcinoma
and presents with back pain, myelopathy, or radiculopathy. We recommend the posterior approach for total excision of the spinal
metastatic adrenocortical carcinoma when the tumor has caused neurological deficits. Osteoplasty by cement augmentation,
radiotherapy, and targeted PD-1 therapy may also be good choices for treatment.

Abbreviations: CT = computed tomography, FDG-PET/CT = fluorodeoxyglucose-positron emission tomography/computed
tomography, MRI =magnetic resonance imaging, PD-1 = programmed cell death 1, PD-L1 = programmed death-ligand 1, T1WI =
T1-weighted image, T2WI = T2-weighted image, VAS = visual analogue scale.

Keywords:cement augmentation, metastatic adrenocortical carcinoma, radiation therapy, radiofrequency ablation, spine, surgical
treatment, targeted PD-1 therapy
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1. Introduction

Spinal metastasis of adrenal cortical carcinoma (ACC) is
exceedingly rare with only few cases having been reported
previously; thus, there is still short of imaging proof.[1–4] In
general, ACC has poor prognosis and high recurrence rates, even
with aggressive resection.[5,6] To date, management of malignant
adrenocortical carcinoma of spine has remained under evalua-
tion, with no standard criteria. Herein, we are presenting an
analysis of a rare case of spinal metastases of adrenocortical
carcinoma with paravertebral extension treated with cement
augmentation, radiotherapy, radiofrequency ablation of psoas
majormuscle occupying lesions, right chestwall, liver and kidney
recess together with targeted programmed cell death 1 (PD-1)
therapy. In the short term, the patient’s conditions improved
significantly postoperatively. After reviewing pertinent litera-
ture, we discussed common diagnosis and management consid-
erations in patients with metastatic spinal adrenocortical
carcinomas.

2. Case report

In December of 2016, a 40-year-old woman with no notable
medical history presented to another hospital, with incidental
elevation of blood pressure. Abdominal computed tomograhy
(CT) revealed a right adrenal mass (6.3cm�6.2cm�6.0cm). An
excision of the adrenal mass was performed, and pathology
revealed features consistent with pheochromocytoma. Subse-
quently, she was discharged from the hospital with a prescription
for 10mg of phenoxybenzamine twice a day to control her blood
pressure.
The patient presented to our institution in February 2018.

Upon examining and questioning the patient, she stated she has
been experiencing progressive back pain for approximately 3
months, after a sudden collision. The pain in her back can reach 8
points using the visual analogue scale and cannot be alleviated
with rest and hot compresses. Initially, the patient attributed the
pain to her overwork and thus did not seek medical attention.
Figure 1. (A and B) Preoperative x-rays revealing vertebral frac
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The patient denied experiencing any loss of consciousness, chest
palpitations, diaphoresis, paresthesia, headaches, fatigue, and
facial flushing. She also denied convulsions, nausea, vomiting,
and other constitutional symptoms. Upon further questioning,
she recalled she had been diagnosed of right pheochromocytoma,
received surgical treatment of right adrenalectomy in another
hospital, followed by no further treatment. No pertinent family
history was identified, including, hypertension, cancer, and
congenital birth difficulties.
Upon physical examination, the patient showed decreased

sensation to pin-prick and fine-touch sensation of right lower
extremity and exhibited an 5-/5 strength in the right lower limb.
Deep tendon reflexes revealed normal for both knee jerk and
Achilles tendon reflexes bilaterally. Ataxia was absent. Cranial
nerves, mini mental, and the rest of the neurological examination
showed no abnormalities. Routine laboratory tests were ordered,
including electrolytes, liver and kidney function tests, and
complete blood count. Genetic evaluations for RET, VHL,
SDHB, SDHC, SDHD, an 24-hour urine fractionated catechol-
amines were ordered. Abdominal CT, spinal magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI), and fluorodeoxyglucose-positron emission
tomography/CT (FDG-PET/CT) were ordered to visualize the
metastatic lesions, assess the stability of the vertebral column, and
to aid in the formulation of a surgical approach. Preoperative
hemodynamic and cardiovascular assessments included electro-
cardiogram, echocardiogram, and chest x-ray. The results of the
laboratory studies were almost within normal range, except that
the 24-hour urine fractionated catecholamine revealed a elevated
level of 10.56mg/24 h (normal: 1.74–6.42mg/24 h), and
adrenocorticotropic hormone elevated to 109pg/mL (normal:
<46pg/mL). Genetic investigation was negative for RET, VHL,
SDHB, SDHC, SDHD mutations. x-ray showed vertebral
pathological fracture of L1 (Fig. 1A and B). MRI of the lumbar
spine revealed widespread abnormal signals of L1 vertebrae in
keeping with diffuse metastatic infiltration (Fig. 2A-L). MRI of
spine showed progressive spinal cord compression secondary to
the epidural component of the L1mass, with increased metastatic
ture of L1 with high suspicion of metastatic spinal tumors.



Figure 2. (A–L) Preoperative sagittal magnetic resonance imaging scan revealing the density of soft tissue, obvious bony destruction in the L1, and spinal cord
compression caused by metastatic adrenocortical carcinoma, with increased metastatic marrow infiltration of the vertebrae and paravertebral regions.
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marrow infiltration of the L1 vertebral body, which mimicked a
solid tumor (Fig. 3A-F). The tumor infiltrated through the L1
vertebral body into the right pedicle and posterior elements.
Extraosseous spread into the right lateral aspect of the epidural
space extending posteriorly, resulting in compression of the nerve
root. The spinal cord is displaced and spinal cord stenosis is
Figure 3. (A–F) Preoperative transverse magnetic resonance imaging images show
caused by metastatic adrenocortical carcinoma.
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significant at L1 level (Fig. 3A-F). A PET/CT scan revealed
multiple osteolytic lesions of the spine, especially prominent in L1
and paravertebral region. PET/CT also demonstrated multiple
suspicious metastases in the L1, paravertebal region, psoas major
muscle occupying lesions, right chest wall, right liver and kidney
recess (Fig. 4).
ing the metastatic adrenocortical carcinoma in L1 and spinal cord compression
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Figure 4. Positron emission tomography-computed tomography revealed malignant tumors of the L1 with paravertebral involvement.
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First, we performed CT-guided puncture and biopsy of right
psoas major muscle mass. After consultation with pathology
department, the pathology report of the right psoas major muscle
mass and the primary adrenal tumor both confirmed adrenocor-
tical carcinomas, not consistent with pheochromocytoma
(Fig. 5A-G). After full preoperative evaluation and multidisci-
plinary discussion, cement augmentation was performed to
destroy the functional tumor and stabilize the spine under local
anesthesia.
In brief, percutaneous vertebroplasty at L1 was performed

according to the original surgical plan. For the posterior
approach, we used C-arm for perspective positioning, L1
vertebral lesion was identified as surgical target, and the right
L1 pedicle puncture point was located. Then 2% lidocaine was
used for local infiltration anesthesia, and the puncture needle was
inserted through the cannula. Under the C-arm fluoroscopy, the
L1 vertebral lesionwas penetrated through the right pedicle of the
L1, and then we finished biopsy of the L1mass. Then we send out
the tissue for pathological examination. Bone cement for
vertebroplasty was introduced. Under the perspective, the 8.0-
mL cement of L1 was slowly pushed through the putter, and the
biopsy passage was closed. Fluoroscopy confirmed the good
dispersion of bone cement. The operation was successful and
intraoperative bleeding was about 30 mL. The blood pressure
and heart rate were stable during the operation. Postoperatively,
x-ray of the spine revealed part of bone cement leaked into the
paraspinal region (Fig. 6A and B). Postoperatively, the patient
experienced significant pain relief. Pathological examination
confirmed the diagnosis of malignant adrenocortical carcinoma
(Fig. 7A-G).
4

One week after the operation, the patient’s right lower
extremity muscle strength improved to grade V compared to the
preoperative status, grade V-. Moreover, VAS score of her back
pain improved to 0–1 points compared to the preoperative status,
8 points. As the patient did not develop severe adverse effects, she
was discharged and was monitored as an outpatient. Following
wound healing, the patient underwent rehabilitation therapy.
Radiotherapy, radiofrequency ablation, and targeted PD-1
therapy were also conducted. Radiofrequency ablation of psoas
major muscle occupying lesions, right chest wall, liver, and
kidney recess was completed within 1 month after the operation.
Radiotherapy of the right psoas major muscle (60Gy/15f, 5f/w)
and spine (45Gy/15f, 5f/w) was performed in the second month
after the operation, respectively. Six months after the operation,
she received the first cycle of targeted PD-1 therapy. The
postoperative 6-month and 1-year follow-up visit showed no
tumor progression and no new symptoms.
3. Discussion

Adrenocortical carcinoma is a rare malignancy with poor
prognosis. The incidence of ACCs is approximately 0.7 to 2.0
cases per 1,000,000 individuals per year, and the metastatic
forms account for a small fraction of all cases.[1,2] In literature,
ACCs are more commonly diagnosed during the fourth and the
fifth decades of life for the sporadic form.[3,4] Metastatic lesions
can be localized or systemic, with the latter being marginally
more common.[5–11] Localized metastases tend to involve
surrounding structures (including pancreas, spleen, liver, intes-
tine, and retroperitoneum), whereas systemic forms occur most



Figure 5. (A and B) Posteroanterior (PA) and lateral x-ray image of the lumbar spine obtained postoperatively.
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frequently in the lungs and liver, and metastatic spread to the
spine is one of its rare manifestations.[12–15] Few reports of ACCs
metastatic spread to the spine causing clinical symptoms have
been documented so far. The location of the spinal lesion
Figure 6. Pathologic histology of paraspinal tumors in the right psoas major. (A and
vascular septa (Zellballen) with cells showing significant nuclear pleomorphism
Synaptophysin immunostaining shows strong, diffuse cytoplasmic staining in the
tumor cells. (E and F) EMA and a-inhibin immunostaining shows negative staining in
staining is localized in the tumor nuclei.
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determines the neurological deficits, and there is a great deal of
variability.[16,17] Like most spinal disorders, spinal metastatic
ACC may result in vertebral collapse, spinal instability, and
progressive neurologic damage, whichmay cause local, radicular,
B) Microphotography showing characteristic nests of tumor cells separated by
with prominent nucleoli (H&E, original magnification 100� and 200�). (C)
tumor cells. (D) Melan-A immunostaining shows focally positive staining in the
the tumor cells. (G) Ki-67 immunostaining shows 30%Ki-67 positive cells. Ki-67
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Figure 7. Pathologic histology of spinal metastatic adrenocortical carcinoma. (A and B) Microphotography showing characteristic nests of tumor cells separated by
vascular septa (Zellballen) with cells showing significant nuclear pleomorphism with prominent nucleoli (H&E, original magnification 100� and 200�). (C)
Synaptophysin immunostaining shows strong, diffuse cytoplasmic staining in the tumor cells. (D) Melan-A immunostaining shows focally positive staining in the
tumor cells. (E–G) Chromogranin A, S100, and a-inhibin immunostaining shows negative staining in the tumor cells.
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or axial pain in addition to neurologic deficits frommild radicular
weakness to paraparesis.[18,19] Moreover, back pain is also a
common symptom and it may make the differential diagnosis
more difficult. As is consistent with our patient, spinal metastases
are generally extradural and located most frequently at thoracic
and lumbar spine.[1–5,20–26]

Clinical studies looking at metastatic ACC to the spine is
lacking due to the extremely low incidence rate. Imaging studies
including CT, MRI, and bone scan are nonspecific, making it
difficult to differentiate metastatic spinal ACC from other
common spinal lesions. However, imaging studies may play a
crucial role in the decision making of surgical intervention. FDG-
PET/CT scan is also insightful, as ACC usually exhibits high 18F-
fluorodeoxyglucose uptake.[1–3,18–20] Imaging should be fol-
lowed by pathological confirmation, as the “criterion standard”
diagnosis of ACC relies on pathological findings.[1–5,27,28]

Standard of care for advanced ACC (stage IV) is medical therapy
in the form of mitotane.[1–5,29] Mitotane is reported to be the only
adrenal-specific and most effective therapeutic strategy currently
available for patients with ACCs. Given its high recurrence rate,
mitotane can be used either alone or in combination with
cytotoxic drugs (doxorubicin, etoposide, cisplatin) from initial
diagnosis.[1–3,29,30–34] Research into newer therapies, including
tyrosine kinase inhibitors (insulin-like growth factor 1 receptor)
and rapamycin signaling components (mechanistic target of
rapamycin) show some promise; however, it will still take several
years from clinical application.[1,5,31–34]

Surgery is the best treatment of choice for metastatic spinal
ACCs causing back pain, radiculopathy, and myelopathy.
6

Surgical intervention in the case of advanced ACC with spinal
metastases has met with some success, to date. Total resection of
local regional lesions is associated with improved survival rates,
according to several retrospective studies.[3,32,33] Total or grossly
total resection with stabilization is the most preferred interven-
tion for lesions involving a single segment or two adjacent
segments, as it is locally curative and provides good long-term
outcomes.[38] Debulking resection is also noted to be of benefit in
cases whose medical treatment failed.[3–5,32–34] However, surgi-
cal indications should be carefully considered for patients with
spinal metastatic ACC, as the procedures are associated with
prognosis of this rare entity.[1–5,33–37]

Osteoplasty by cement augmentation may be a treatment
option for patients with metastatic ACC in the spine, who cannot
undergo appropriate surgery or decline open surgery.[33–38]

However, we need to fully recognize the potential risk of
complications in bone cement applications. The safety of this
approach still needs to be confirmed in further studies with larger
sample sizes and longer follow-up periods. One postoperative
complication was cement leakage into the canal and subsequent
spinal cord compression.[16,17,37] Under this circumstance,
surgical extent, cement volume, and postoperative complications
are critical factors that need further investigation.[37] The present
case is the first reported so far that focused on patients with spinal
metastasis from adrenocortical carcinoma which was treated by
percutaneous vertebroplasty. It aimed to contribute to the
appropriate surgical treatment of these patients.
The survival benefit of resection of spinal metastases is still

unproven. However, such a procedure does have the benefit
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aiming at controlling residual tumor.[38,39] The improved
survival benefited from reducing the tumor burden, decompress-
ing the spinal stenosis to alleviate radiculopathy or myelopathy,
and facilitating subsequent adjuvant therapies. Radiotherapy has
also shown promise as a treatment option for spinal metastatic
ACC. Response rates to radiotherapy have been reported up to
42%.[38,39] In fact, the German ACC team recommends that
adjuvant radiotherapy be applied for lesions of stage III or of
indeterminate resection margins following resection.[39] In addi-
tion, PD-1, an immunoinhibitory receptor, has shown the ability to
function as a marker for tumor prognosis.[40,41] To date, the PD-1
and programmed death-ligand 1 (PD-L1) expression in ACCs and
its prognostic significance are still uncertain. PD-1-positive or PD-
L1-positive tumorsmay indicate immune active tumors that have a
better response to anti-PD-1and/or anti-PD-L1 therapies because
they are correlated with the poor prognosis of many malignan-
cies.[40,41] As is reported in our case, anti-PD-1 therapy was
performed postoperatively, and therapeutic effect has been
achieved in clinical manifestations and imaging features.
4. Conclusion

Although uncommon, metastatic ACC of the spine should be part
of the differential when the patient presents with neurological
deficits or other symptoms. Clinical symptoms are generally the
result of the tumor burden, and pathological results remain the
“criterion standard” for diagnosing ACC. The treatment of
spinal metastasis of ACC requires careful consideration of its
aggressive nature. Complete resection, combined with radiother-
apy or targeted PD-1/PD-L1 therapy, would be a logical
approach to spinal metastasis of ACC. Osteoplasty by cement
augmentation might also be good choices for treatment of spinal
metastatic ACCs. With a multidisciplinary team approach,
proper planning, and adequate perioperative medical manage-
ment, metastatic ACC in the spine can be managed effectively.
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